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Abstract

SACRA NOUVEAU:
SACRED ICONOGRAPHY REINTERPRETED IN THE WORK OF
MARGARET AND FRANCES MACDONALD
JoBeth Cox
Thesis Chair: Elizabeth Lisot-Nelson, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Tyler
Spring 2021
The work of Anglo-Scottish artists Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh (1864-1933)
and Frances Macdonald MacNair (1873-1921) went largely uninvestigated until the end
of the twentieth century, despite their innovative contributions to the Glasgow School
aesthetic. The height of their careers saw high-profile architectural collaborations with
Margaret’s husband, the celebrated Charles Rennie Mackintosh, and participation in
significant European avant-garde exhibitions of their time. Joint and individual work
produced during the Macdonald sisters’ Glasgow School of Art period (1890-1894), and
the years immediately after when the two shared a studio in the city, have been
recognized by historians of the artists as provocative images that aggressively subvert
academic tradition and address ideas of gender and identity. The foundational
scholarship of Jude Burkhauser, and major contributions by Janice Helland, Timothy
Neat and Pamela Robertson, are all credited with lifting the Macdonald sisters into the
conversation of the avant-garde Glasgow Style in Scotto-Continental Art Nouveau.
While Christian motifs have been identified within the artists’ oeuvre, this study seeks to
interrogate patterns of that iconography, suggesting its use as a formal program and
v

conceptual vehicle to create a system of recognizable symbols. The examined images
point to the sisters’ development of a new idiom designed to contain signifiers by
reinterpreting or repurposing traditional symbols and compositional arrangements.
Due in part to early periods of exposure to environments that encouraged both a
vital educational foundation and the privilege of creative independence to stray from
stylistic tradition, Margaret and Frances produced individual and collaborative works that
are explicit revisions of biblical narrative images, as well as more ambiguously secular
representations that include subtle symbolic references. In observing these formal
patterns in the context of distortions to Christian pictorial conventions, the Macdonald
sisters’ works become a more conceptually complex system of personal assertions for
public meditation. Much of this work in the 1890s can be examined as a formal symbolic
program conflating traditional symbols and arrangements with contemporary ideology to
produce a series of new icons that use Christian imagery as signifiers in a system of
repeated, recognizable formal elements.

vi

Chapter 1
Introduction

The Glasgow School of Art was a sanctuary for its female students in the late
nineteenth century. The school’s highly supportive atmosphere in the face of rampant
disdain for the New Woman—who would, for example, strive for a career as a
professional artist and thus consider herself above her sex’s station and ability1—
cocooned artists like sisters Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh (1864-1933) and Frances
Macdonald MacNair (1873-1921), and their close circle of friends, the self-proclaimed
Immortals. During the Macdonald sisters’ four years at the GSA, between 1890 and
1894, though only work after 1892 survives, Margaret and Frances experimented with the
use of the female figure in design, or in the decorative as opposed to narrative. 2
Exemplified in Frances’s watercolor, A Pond, 1893-94 (Figure 1), many of these works
depict dreamlike scenes with flattened space and emaciated androgynous figures, which
were blatant deviations from the smooth, swirling-haired academic ideals of the time and

1

In response to the “Woman New,” cartoons, limericks, and angry letters to the editor were a staple in
publications like The Glasgow Evening News, formerly the Glasgow Evening Post, The British Newspaper
Archive, https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk; and Punch Magazine,
https://www.punch.co.uk/archive. Punch ran a series of cartoons in the late 1890s and early 1900s
highlighting the humor in a woman’s independence, ambition, and assertiveness, and some in terms of
pursuing an art career.
2
It is not clear why no works dating prior to 1892 have yet surfaced, although the sisters were in
attendance at the Glasgow School of Art beginning in 1890. However, Jude Burkhauser attributes much of
Frances Macdonald’s lost work to her husband’s destroying of “most of her work as well as his own,” after
Frances died an untimely death in 1921. Burkhauser, “Frances Macdonald,” in Glasgow Girls: Women in
Art and Design 1880-1920, ed. Jude Burkhauser (Edinburgh: Canongate Publishing, 1990) 127.

1

incited contempt among critics.3 In 1993, Janice Helland wrote that Frances’s images
“comment directly about the status of fin-de-siècle women and, far from being alien to
women’s lives today, they speak of women’s continuing struggle for equality and
recognition,”4 an observation that this paper acknowledges, echoes, and also extends to
the work of Margaret. Collaborative and individual work produced during the sisters’
GSA period and the years immediately after, when they shared a studio in the city, are
recognized by historians of the artists as provocative images that subvert academic
tradition and share repeated motifs.
This thesis posits that the Macdonald sisters’ works from the 1890s form a
symbolic program that specifically conflates traditional religious iconography with
contemporaneous ideological assertions to produce a series of new icons that use
Christian imagery as signifiers in a system of repeated, recognizable formal elements. By
repurposing or reinterpreting familiar sacred iconography and compositional
arrangements in these works, Margaret and Frances reinforce fin-de-siécle gender politics
and construct an alternative mythology for the New Woman by conferring onto her
expanded meaning associated with those sacred symbols, including ideas of authority,
reverence and sacrifice. Such ideas were outwardly antithetical to the stereotypes
surrounding the New Woman, who was a public mockery for exhibiting behaviors

3

Burkhauser notes, an example of many, that one critic wrote in Quiz after the 1894 GSA exhibition in
which the Macdonalds participated and A Pond was exhibited, called the sisters “chief perpetrators” of
the “simply hideous” over the ideal female image. Burkhauser, “The Glasgow Style,” in Glasgow Girls:
Women in Art and Design 1880-1920, ed. Jude Burkhauser (Edinburgh: Canongate Publishing, 1990) 88.
4
Janice Helland’s “Frances Macdonald: The Self as Fin-de-Siècle Woman,” Woman’s Art Journal 14, no. 1
(Spring-Summer 1993), 15.

2

thought to be outside of a woman’s prescribed social conduct, and for pursuing autonomy
in career endeavors and social circumstances.
This new symbolic iconography illuminated a more empowered and authentic
portrait of the New Woman, and was first created in the halls of the Glasgow School of
Art under the direction of Francis “Fra” Newbery and his wife, artist Jessie Newbery,
who headed the school from 1885 to 1917. The GSA pushed for the synchronization of
art and industry, borrowing from William Morris’s “ideal of Socialism” and the British
Arts and Crafts movement, which perhaps suggests more about Newbery’s ideology and
the social culture he perpetuated within the GSA than it does about a particular aesthetic
aim, though the two undoubtedly reinforce one another.5 Especially for the women
enrolled in classes, the GSA offered a strikingly refreshing counterpoint to the
Academy’s patriarchal culture and stringent formal conventions by allowing women to
work from a nude model and encouraging their artistic voices as artists and designers,
instead of hobbyists.6 This was an environment in which the innovations of women were
awarded, and their work was exhibited alongside male students, not because of a
particular rule but because they were equally freethinking artists; and the school

5

William Morris would deliver a number of lectures across the U.K. in the 1880s and early 1890s, which
were frequently covered in local newspapers, such as articles in The Scotsman: “Sunday Lecture in
Glasgow,” (April 27, 1885), 4; and “Socialist Lecture in Edinburgh,” (February 14, 1889), 4, The British
Newspaper Archive.
6
Janice Helland, The Studios of Frances and Margaret Macdonald (Manchester: Manchester University
Press, 1996), 28. Frances and Margaret submitted work to the GSA Department of Science and Art Letters
indicating they had drawn nudes from life.
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administration fervently and publicly on more than one occasion defended their right and
competence to do so.7
The sisters’ distortions of the traditional academic nude earned them accolades, as
well as immense criticism in periodicals like The Bailie, Quiz, and The Glasgow Evening
News. Critic Gleeson White, who would eventually write in support of the Glasgow
Style, dubbed the “Misses Macdonald” the derogatory “Spook (or Ghoul) School” in the
journal The Studio, referring to their work exhibited at the November 1894 GSA Club
Exhibition, which included variations of watercolors A Pond and The Fountain, c. 1896
(Figure 2), a collaboration.8 Such works encapsulate that particular period in the sisters’
career, during which the bony, elongated female figure is drawn in place of the soft
sensuality emphasized in the prevailing fin-de-siécle style. These are not fleshy bodies
curved and contorted to entice the viewer, like those found in the compositions of
academic and Art Nouveau painters; instead, we find self-contained scenes involving
figures that solicit no validation or relationship with the viewer, and a pointed rejection of
passive repose, a posture that tradition would encourage in the female body.
Their GSA period demonstrates not only exploration of subversive content, but a
range of media in recurrent formal and thematic elements across metalwork, embroidery,
watercolor, and graphite sketches, as well as furniture and wall panels. Margaret and
7

For example, in response to Scottish painter Alexander Roche’s public comments about Frances
Macdonald’s A Pond (1894) at a GSA exhibition, naming it “a dreadful nightmare” and urging future
judges in the ”putting down [of] that ghoul-like sort of thing,” Newbery said that he “encouraged what
Mr. Roche had so vigorously condemned,” and declared it a mistake to “imagine that less intellect was
required for designing than for picture painting.” North British Daily Mail (November 9, 1894), 2-3. The
British Newspaper Archive.
8
Gleeson White, “Some Glasgow Designers and their Work—Part I,” The Studio vol. 11 (1897), 86-100.
https://www.google.com/books/edition/_/tR1HAQAAIAAJ?hl=en&gbpv=1.

4

Frances both had work recognized in respected publications, appearing in the Londonbased literary and art journals The Yellow Book (1894-97) and The Studio (1883-1964), as
well as in fellow Immortals, Lucy and Agnes Raeburn’s The Magazine (1893-96).9 They
would go on to exhibit most notably at the Eighth Vienna Secession Exhibition in 1900,
and at the 1902 Arts and Crafts Exhibition in Turin.10
Only in the past three decades has the Macdonalds’ work been examined
independently and outside of the context of their husbands, the lauded architect Charles
Rennie Mackintosh and fellow artist friend, James Herbert MacNair. Known as The
Four, the intimate group collaborated and exhibited often around the turn of the century,
and attributions have historically been erroneous and interchangeable among them.11
Scholarship discussing the Macdonald sisters before that point, such as that by renowned
Charles Rennie Mackintosh biographer, Thomas Howarth, naturally centered on
Mackintosh as the lone modern genius.12 He originally published Charles Rennie
Mackintosh and the Modern Movement in 1952, and a revised version in 1977, which was

9

The Studio and The Yellow Book digital archives, Hathi Trust Digital Library, http://babel.hathitrust.org;
The Magazine 1893-1896 digital archives, “Mackintosh Art, Design and Architecture Collection, c 18912018.” Glasgow School of Art Archives and Collections. https://gsaarchives.net.
10
For a catalog listing of the Eighth Vienna Secession: “Eighth Exhibition,” Vienna Secession: Art Nouveau
in Vienna and Germany 1895-1918, accessed December 1, 2020.
https://www.theviennasecession.com/exhibitionscatalogues/. For involvement in the 1902 Turin Arts and
Crafts Exhibition: “Scottish section for the International Exhibition of Modern Decorative Art, Turin,”
Mackintosh Architecture, University of Glasgow, accessed December 1, 2020. https://www.mackintosharchitecture.gla.ac.uk/catalogue/pdf/M201.pdf.
11
In an effort to further untether the ties to their husbands’ identities and points of view for this
particular discussion, and to avoid confusion between the two sisters, the artists are referred to by their
first names in this essay. Reasoning for separating the group is a response to the legacies of both women
having been prematurely thwarted, ultimately overshadowed by the romanticized persona of Mackintosh
and the decline of the MacNair family after 1904.
12
Thomas Howarth, Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the Modern Movement (London: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1977).
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the first authoritative biographical work on Mackintosh, and thus undoubtedly colored the
way in which Margaret and Frances Macdonald were understood. Howarth’s
descriptions of the sisters throughout the text are extremely gendered, solely in the
context of Mackintosh’s career, and are generally dismissive of their artistic talents.13
Roger Billcliffe initially centered his writing solely on Mackintosh as well, and in
the words of historian Bille Wickre, Billcliffe in 1979 “trivializes Margaret’s
participation in joint projects that he must acknowledge, and he states that the style
developed with Margaret had no real lasting effects, once Mackintosh had seen the error
of his ways.”14 Billcliffe’s recent Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the Art of the Four
(2017) offers a changed tune, thoroughly recognizing each of the artists’ biographies,
contributions and collaborative efforts within the group, and detailing works
independently executed by Frances and Margaret.15
Not until the seminal 1983 retrospective exhibition, Margaret Macdonald
Mackintosh, 1864-1933, at the University of Glasgow’s Hunterian Art Gallery, was an
overall renewed interest in the Macdonald sisters generated, finally with recognition of
their significant contributions to the avant-garde Glasgow Style in Scotto-Continental Art

13

Howarth, Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1977), 24.
Roger Billcliffe, The Complete Furniture, Furniture Drawings and Interior Designs, 4th edition (London:
Thames Hudson, 2010), which was first published in 1979. Bille Wickre’s remarks: Wickre, “Collaboration
in the work of Margaret Macdonald, Frances Macdonald, Charles Rennie Mackintosh and J. Herbert
MacNair,” PhD diss., (University of Michigan, 1993), 23. ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global.
https://www-proquest-com.ezproxy.uttyler.edu/dissertations-theses/collaboration-work-margaretmacdonald-frances/docview/304073541/se-2?accountid=7123.
15
Roger Billcliffe, Charles Rennie Mackintosh and the Art of The Four (London: Quarto Publishing, 2017),
62. Kellock Brown was also a friend of Mackintosh’s, with whom he collaborated on designs for
metalwork.
14
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Nouveau. 16 Curated by Pamela Robertson fifty years after Margaret’s death, this was the
first major exhibition held in acknowledgment the Macdonald sisters, and the first
substantial monograph written on Margaret.17 Robertson sought to illuminate Margaret
specifically as, in her words, “one of the most versatile, imaginative and successful
women artists working in Glasgow at the turn of this century.”18 She would go on to
curate the 2006 exhibition, Doves and Dreams: The Art of Frances Macdonald and J.
Herbert MacNair, at the Hunterian Art Gallery, reclaiming Frances into the conversation,
as well.19
Bille Wickre’s 1993 dissertation proposes The Four’s collaboration as an
inherently necessary component to the stylistic innovation they were able to achieve, in
situating the Glasgow Style chief among the avant-garde movements at the fin-desiécle.20 Wickre may have been inspired by the second major exhibition featuring the
Macdonald sisters, Glasgow Girls: Women in Art and Design 1880-1920 (1990) at the
Glasgow Kelvingrove Museum, developed and organized by Jude Burkhauser. The
exhibition, borrowing its name from The Glasgow Boys, a group of male painters who
deviated from academic painting in the 1880s, endeavored to reclaim into the fabric of
16

Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh, 1864-1933 (University of Glasgow, 1983), for the exhibition
Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh, 1864-1933, November 26, 1983-January 7, 1984, Hunterian Art Gallery,
University of Glasgow, http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/72695/. Before this exhibition, writing about the
Macdonald sisters was nearly nonexistent, with the exception of within the context of the career of
Charles Rennie Mackintosh.
17
Ibid.
18
Pamela Robertson, whose 1983 essay “Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh (1864-1933),” is included as a
chapter in Jude Burkhauser’s Glasgow Girls: Women in Art and Design 1880-1920, ed. Jude Burkhauser
(Edinburgh: Canongate Publishing, 1990) 109.
19
Pamela Robertson, Doves and Dreams: The Art of Frances Macdonald and J. Herbert MacNair at the
Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow (Burlington: Lund Humphries, 2006).
20
Wickre, “Collaboration in the work of Margaret Macdonald, Frances Macdonald, Charles Rennie
Mackintosh and J. Herbert MacNair,” (1993).
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the Glasgow Style a successful group of women artists who attended the Glasgow School
of Art, including Margaret, Frances, and members of The Immortals.21 Burkhauser’s
accompanying publication, Glasgow Girls: Women in Art and Design 1880-1920 (1990),
includes a number of essays that perhaps started the conversation of the artistic,
industrial, and social climates in Glasgow at the turn of the century, and how those
shaped the experiences and artistic output of the GSA’s female students of the time. Both
Janice Helland and Timothy Neat contributed to Glasgow Girls.
Analysis of the Macdonalds’ work by Janice Helland in the 1990s sought to
examine the images and motivations of the Macdonald sisters separately, in the crucial
context of their personal experiences alongside their artistic identities. Though she wrote
earlier articles, her publication The Studios of Frances and Margaret Macdonald (1996)
is the culmination of that scholarship.22 Her inspiration for writing about Margaret and
Frances came directly from Helland’s attention to, in her words, “what pleasure women
obtain from pictures and decorative objects depicting the female in an anti-voyeuristic
way.”23 She recognized the inherent subversive quality of the convergence of a perceived
feminine medium and the radical stylization of form and subject matter rendered, and was
particularly fixated on how the sisters fit into industry and the Arts and Crafts movement.
Neat’s Part Seen, Part Imagined: Meaning and Symbolism in the Works of
Charles Rennie Mackintosh and Margaret Macdonald (1994) introduces numerous
21

Burkhauser, ed., Glasgow Girls: Women in Art and Design 1880-1920 (Edinburgh: Canongate Publishing,
1990).
22
Janice Helland, The Studios of Frances and Margaret Macdonald (New York: Manchester University
Press, 1996), and Helland, “Frances Macdonald: The Self as Fin-de-Siècle Woman,” Woman’s Art Journal
14, no. 1 (Spring-Summer 1993), 15-22.
23
Helland, “Frances Macdonald: The Self” (1993), 16.
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interpretations of The Four’s visual motifs in individual compositions. 24 Of them, he
proposes Christian symbolism in several works, with reference to objects specifically—
such as the rose or lily—to denote virtuous qualities associated with the Virgin Mary, and
likening the presence of veiled figures to the Holy Mother, as well.25 Neat’s observations
are the first to interrogate the use of repeated symbols and put forth speculative analysis
of the artists’ influences, at length; however, nowhere in his writing does he draw
parallels to the use of figures and compositional arrangement in sacred iconography, nor
does he argue that these religious references assert the artists’ ideas of contemporaneous
gender politics.
Theories as to the Macdonalds’ possible influences flood the works of these
authors, as no first-person documentation exists that definitely lends itself to the matter.
Because of the lack of first-person material to fortify assertions made about the work of
the Macdonald sisters, previous scholarship has relied heavily on piecing together
documents in the Glasgow School of Art archives, contemporaneous publications, and
formal analysis, as this study will also endeavor to do. Still, it seems the sisters may have
purposefully and playfully nurtured a reputation for being mysterious or secretive in
terms of their unique style and symbolism. Gleeson White wrote in The Studio in 1897:
With a delightfully innocent air these two sisters disclaim any attempt to
set precedent at defiance… ‘We have no basis,’ they say, in tone of
demure contrition, ‘that is the worst of it’; nor do they advance any theory,

24

Timothy Neat, Part Seen, Part Imagined: Meaning and Symbolism in the Works of Charles Rennie
Mackintosh and Margaret Macdonald (Edinburgh: Canongate Publishing, 1994).
25
Ibid. Neat makes these references on pgs. 59, 100, 142, 158.
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but enjoy the discomfiture of an inquirer who had expected the ‘intensity’
of their work to be the product of ‘intense’ artists.26
It should be noted that although the sisters created work during the 1890s in a
shared style, their work subtly diverged at times, and they did represent very personal and
distinct points of view, as Helland emphasized in the early 1990s.27 Because they also
heavily collaborated as GSA students and in the following studio years, working together
on commissioned assignments, the images produced during those nearly nine years of
working in such close proximity do unavoidably share a visual language. This paper
focuses less on the shaping of their distinctive styles, which diverge more noticeably after
1900, and instead promotes the idea of shared symbolic motifs related to Christian
pictorial tradition.
As previously mentioned, the years following Margaret’s death in 1933 saw a
series of incorrect attributions, and throughout much of the twentieth century the sisters
were consistently labeled as merely players in the Mackintosh Group. After Margaret’s
death in 1933, Architectural Review critic P. Morton Shand wrote to Margaret’s own
brother, who was then preparing a traveling collection of his sister’s work, stating:
I hope the exhibition may not be so arranged or announced as to give the
impression that Mrs. Mackintosh was in any sense considered her
husband’s equal, or ‘alter-ego’. Outside of circles of loyal friends in
Glasgow and Chelsea her work is either unknown, or long since forgotten;

26

White, “Some Glasgow Designers” (1897), 89.
Helland, “Frances Macdonald: The Self” (1993), 16. Helland believes Frances’s voice to be less “gentle”
than that of Margaret, while at the same time noting such a deep collaboration at that time, that there
have been many joint attributions because it is “difficult, if not impossible” to distinguish between the
sisters’ hands.
27
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and the future is scarcely likely to see her rather thin talent restored to a
place of honour.28
This paper builds on a case for this restoration, an argument that has already been
made by thorough biographical and analytical research throughout the late-twentieth
century, with aforementioned major contributions from Pamela Robertson, Janice
Helland, Jude Burkhauser, and Timothy Neat. These historians all restore the work of the
Macdonald sisters to a “place of honor,” by situating their collective oeuvre and
experiences within the discourse of European art and design, Art Nouveau, and the
Glasgow Style, as avant-garde frontrunners of the day. That same sentiment can be
interpreted as implied by this analysis, which offers a new lens through which to view the
discussed works.
One particular recent description of Margaret’s life as “a life more fairytale than
real” 29 when compared to her contemporaries, merits noting. Jennifer Jill Bauer’s study
of the fairy story as artistic influence is insightful and thorough; although the
misconception that economic status lending itself to “wide latitude of freedom and
independence” 30 signifies a fairy tale life is something countered in much of the
Macdonalds’ work. Unfortunately, journals, sketchbooks, or the like have not survived
or have not been discovered to support any such first-person sentiments. In reference to
economic status, Margaret and Frances were raised in an upper-middle class family with

28

P. Morton Shand, London, to William Davidson, Glasgow, March 31, 1933, typewritten copy of letter,
Hunterian Art Collection, University of Glasgow, GLAHA:52450.
29
Jennifer Jill Bauer, “Brilliant Phantasy: The Art of Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh,” (2004), 2.
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global.
30
Ibid.
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three brothers, their English mother, Frances Hardeman, and their Scottish father, John
Macdonald.31 Both were born in Tipton in Staffordshire, England, though the family
relocated to the stately Chesterton Hall in the small town of Chesterton in 1876, and
eventually returned to the senior Macdonald’s Glaswegian family estate in the late
1880s.32 While their family’s financial standing offered the girls opportunity and perhaps
more independence, they were still deeply entrenched in the late Victorian era, which
despite its progressive pockets in Europe, still viewed women intent on becoming
professional artists as dissident and laughable.33
Regarding Frances’s reaction to the social challenges of the time, Helland points
out, “although Frances Macdonald was identified with the 1890s ‘new woman,’ she never
took part in the more organized, politically active movements for women’s rights as did
some of her colleagues.”34 The same likely goes for Margaret, given their shared
upbringing, similar artistic subject matter, and sisterly closeness, in that possessing the
resources to finance a certain freedom does not smooth the social and political
complications associated with that freedom, and thus does not ease a burden into a
fairytale. What can be paradoxically observed in their work of the 1890s is that the

31

Janice Helland’s “Frances Macdonald: The Self as Fin-de-Siècle Woman,” Woman’s Art Journal 14, no. 1
(Spring-Summer 1993), 15.
32
Helland, “Frances Macdonald: The Self,” 15.
33
Regarding the New Woman and Victorian-era social constraints on the feminine: Whitney Chadwick,
Women, Art, and Society, 5th edition (London: Thames & Hudson Ltd., 2012) 248-251; and Jude
Burkhauser, “The New Woman in Glasgow,” in Glasgow Girls: Women in Art and Design 1880-1920, ed.
Jude Burkhauser (Edinburgh: Canongate Publishing, 1990) 45-48. See also contemporaneous thoughts on
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artists breached parameters of categorization in modern male-dominated western art, not
only stylistically but in medium, by executing their own metalwork; yet, in the same
breath, the overwhelming majority of their output shows that they worked mainly within
watercolor, embroidery, or graphite drawing, suggesting perhaps an internal struggle with
the codes of social propriety and prescribed feminine media.35
The sisters did enjoy the privilege of education, which is noteworthy in their
exposure to a range of subject matter. In 1877, Margaret attended the newly opened
Orme girls’ school, which would become a leader in women’s education in England. The
curriculum included French, German, Latin, math, natural science, ancient and modern
history, English literature, and art.36 She studied with J.P. Bacon, who would become the
director of the award-winning Stoke-on-Trent Art School; and after graduating, Helland
believes that Margaret likely toured the continent, as was the custom for girls from
wealthier families.37 It is known that Margaret’s good friend Anna Morton Geddes
studied in Dresden in the 1880s, which would have provided a motive or opportunity for
Margaret to visit.38 Toward the end of her life, she would reference studying in
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Germany, though it is likely that if she traveled to Germany, her trip also included stops
in France and Belgium.39
With no surviving textual evidence from the pen of either sister to fortify their
ideas or even describe their own work, studies continue to be largely and necessarily
rooted in formal analysis, with attention to documents produced by those close to the
sisters. (It should be noted that of the nearly 150 accounted-for works made by Margaret
and Frances, only around half survive today.) Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s surviving
notebooks, six of which are housed at the Hunterian Museum and Gallery, are filled with
pages of graphite and watercolor architectural sketches from his travels throughout the
United Kingdom and Italy, including images of tombs, full cathedral façades, and interior
and exterior sculptural details. One such 300-page volume from 1888 details a
comprehensive journey across Scotland, including stops in Ayrshire, Stirlingshire, and
Perthshire, and through eight counties in England.40 In 1890, Mackintosh was awarded
the Alexander Thompson Travelling Scholarship, which financed a four-month tour of
Italy the following year.41 During this trip Mackintosh produced works in Naples,
Orvieto, Ravenna, Cremona, Siena, Florence, Venice, Rome, Milan, and Sicily,
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according to his sketchbooks, which show studies from the Basilica of Sant'Apollinare
Nuovo in Ravenna and the Cremona Cathedral, 1891(Figures 3 and 4), for example.42
The significance of these sketchbooks hinges on the intimacy of The Four’s
artistic and personal relationship, which is well documented and demonstrated in their
numerous collaborative works. If no other evidence survives to suggest Margaret and
Frances’s direct witness or familiarity with Christian iconographic tradition, which is not
congruent with their education, social class, religious upbringing, or explicitly religious
works that all imply otherwise, these sketches may stand in for such evidence,
considering the closeness of The Four, and particularly the relationship between Margaret
and Mackintosh. There can be little doubt that the close circle of friends, sisters, and
lovers, shared in these pages of journal studies of religious architecture and Christian
visual tradition, though it was likely not at all their first experience with that line of
imagery.
No further documentation has been found regarding the sisters’ years before
Glasgow. The main items of note from that time period in regard to their exposure to
sacred images remain their education, their family’s encouragement of creative
independence and artistic pursuits, and the sisters’ upbringing in the Episcopal Church.
Examining the use of this iconography warrants a study of primarily formal comparison
of the works in question, to compare symbols and note the development of a formal
program including these symbols. Identifying recurring symbols and arrangements
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throughout Frances and Margaret’s works depicting biblical content will allow for the
identification of those same patterns in their secular works.
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Chapter 2
Picturing the Sacred
Participation in a style enhances the predictability of a message, facilitates cultural
integration and standardizes the information content borne by artifactual culture.43
Donald Preziosi
Frances and Margaret’s reinterpretation of sacred iconography comes to fruition
in their ambiguous secular works of the 1890s but also is asserted clearly in the artists’
explicitly biblical images of the same time, which borrow from--but ultimately
restructure and repurpose--established pictorial tradition. Identifying the influence of
sacred iconography in the Macdonalds’ secular images merits first an examination of
their manipulation of that iconography in picturing biblical episodes, for the purpose of
then identifying the artists’ repeated implementation of symbols and compositional
arrangements.
The sisters collaborated on an illuminated manuscript, pieces of which are
housed at the Hunterian Art Gallery, although some pages only exist today in
photographs.44 The book, entitled The Christmas Story (1895-96), is comprised of highly
stylized illustrations of episodes in the life of Christ, such as the Annunciation, 1895-96
(Figure 5) and The Star of Bethlehem, 1895-96 (Figure 6). Both interpretations of these
narrative scenes are slender, vertical compositions that rely on flattened space and highly
stylized, elongated figures layered atop one another. Though there is a pointed departure
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from tradition in the artists’ arrangements and narrative perspectives of the scenes, the
images align with Christian iconographic conventions by using certain identifiable
symbols, such as the dove of the Holy Spirit, halos to denote holiness or otherworldliness, and the lily, which is referred to repeatedly in the Old and New Testament
and is pervasively emblematic of purity and chastity.45
To restate Preziosi’s assertion at the opening of the chapter, content within
established parameters relies on audience familiarity and creates predictability of
interpretation. In terms of this notion, the Macdonald sisters’ deviation from working
within any particular artistic style would potentially work against the accessibility of their
message. Afterall, the innovative designs of The Four, and especially those of the female
half of the group, garnered much attention—both praise and contempt—for their stylistic
originality. One unnamed critic, for example, wrote in the Glasgow Evening Post that
“nothing of a similar quality or character [had] been done or attempted by other schools,”
in Scotland or England.46 Another commented in a different issue that the works
exhibited by the Macdonald sisters at the GSA Autumn 1894 show were “fearfully,
wonderfully and weirdly ‘new’. [Their] impressions of the female form, particularly, are
startling.”47 All contributions reinforce the fact Frances and Margaret worked outside of
a familiar or neatly defined style, and they certainly further pressed against the
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boundaries of propriety when they began rendering their offensive figures in metalwork,
which will be addressed in the coming chapters.
Therefore in lieu of audience familiarity with style, it would make sense for the
artists to use other signifiers to ‘standardize’ the information in their images; or in other
words, to use to their benefit the audience’s familiarity with Christian imagery in the
perhaps unfamiliar arrangements of these symbols within the composition, and the
unfamiliar style in which they’re illustrated.
In the case of recognizing or categorizing the sacred image particularly, historian
Leslie Brubaker points to Vasari’s explanation of medieval Christian artworks, an
analysis that owed entirely to cultural context, to Vasari’s observation of a pattern of
foreign formal attributes and the determination of sameness in his observations.48 Within
the cultural context of his day, Vasari established separateness between contemporaneous
artworks and religious works of a different time period, while simultaneously interpreting
them both as sacred images, with which he was familiar.49 Illustrations in The Christmas
Story not only demonstrate an understanding of the long-established formal tradition of
illuminated manuscripts, but they also exemplify use of this pattern of visual language,
hinging on certain signifiers of tradition and “sameness”.
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Margaret’s Annunciation adheres to symbolic convention in a multitude of ways,
and viewers familiar with the story or imagery can interpret these symbols as references
to the narrative they have experienced previously in text or picture. For one, she
acknowledges the traditionally symbolic demarcation of sacred space, drawn by both the
Christ Child’s encapsulating halo or aureole and echoed in the halo of the archangel
Gabriel. Sacred presence is also delineated by Gabriel’s structural wings that curve to
mimic the shape of a mandorla, which means “almond” in Italian and refers to the
specific oblong shape of the aureole. The mandorla used as an iconographic symbol was
first seen in the 5th century surrounding the full human form of Christ, denoting his
existence apart from the earthly, and, especially in early images, specifically Christ
during Transfiguration and Ascension. Later, the mandorla would include other biblical
depictions of Christ, and extend to images of the Virgin Mary. In all cases, for centuries
the mandorla was widely understood or read as a visual signifier with a standard meaning
in which the shape confers a specific attribute to the figure it surrounds—sacredness.50
It's no accident that the Macdonald sisters placed figures in mandorlas and halos
frequently throughout the 1890s, in both religious and secular works. In a conversation
with Thomas Howarth, noted Charles Rennie Mackintosh biographer, James Herbert
MacNair aptly summarized the group’s aesthetic aims: “…Not a line was drawn without
purpose, and rarely was a single motif employed that had not some allegorical
50
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meaning,”51 which The Four scholar Timothy Neat identifies as “the clearest statement”
about the vision of the artists.52 These were artists who understood sacred symbology
and the meaning that a mandorla would confer onto a figure; and so the inverse must be
true, that they also understood the implications of removing a traditional symbol.
Returning to The Annunciation, because of Margaret’s distortion of the scene
within iconographical tradition, it becomes necessary to assess her depiction beyond the
symbols themselves, to the subjective realization or denial of those symbols.
Stylistically, the figures here and throughout The Christmas Story are rendered with
simple contour lines and in flattened space, which is consistent with the formal properties
of illuminated manuscripts. The Macdonalds were clearly well versed in their subject
matter and in the history of art. The Annunciation is a biblical episode that has been
pictured for centuries as a scene viewed in third-person perspective, at the moment the
Archangel Gabriel proclaims unexpectedly to Mary that she will carry the Son of God.
(It is not to be confused with the Virgin Annunciate, which depicts only Mary, typically
closely cropped, during that moment.) The narrative perspective of The Annunciation for
centuries went largely unchanged, showing the full-length figures of Mary and Gabriel
equally sharing the compositional space in profile or at a three-quarter turn, and midaction. Countless iterations of the scene follow this outline to convey to viewers with
immediacy the narrative points and devotional symbols of the moment in time.
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Consistently, these are images that emphasize qualities possessed by the Virgin
Mary—her purity and virginity—as the worthiest vessel to carry the Son of God. They
underscore the omnipotence of God with the presence of the Holy spirit, also historically
represented in the scene. As is described in the Gospel of Luke, the Holy Spirit is
depicted in most Annunciation images as a dove or a streaming light pointed at Mary, as
in Fra Angelico’s famous quattrocento version at the Prado, c. 1435 (Figure 7).
Beginning in the nineteenth century, interpretations of The Annunciation
strikingly diverged from their earlier counterparts, such as Pre-Raphaelite Dante Gabriel
Rossetti’s well-known composition of 1850 (Figure 8), created about forty-five years
before Margaret’s rendition. Rossetti’s Mary is visibly startled, leaning away from the
Archangel and nervously watching the blessing. Although the two figures equally share
the space, Gabriel’s face is shadowed in profile with his back to the viewer, forcing the
viewer to share in his experience of observing Mary’s reaction. Rossetti was far from the
only artist daring to reinterpret biblical scenes, and in that sense, deviation from pictorial
tradition had much precedent before Margaret and Frances undertook their variations.
However, like Rossetti’s Annunciation, Margaret’s scene pictures the angel Gabriel not
as the reverent and gentle figure of the canon, but as a commanding and overpowering
presence in the composition. In response, Rossetti’s Mary seems to recoil in her bed,
staring at the lily that points almost threateningly at her womb.
Margaret’s version, too, includes stylized and sharp lilies. Two are situated on
both sides of Gabriel and are echoed in the white petal-like folds of the Virgin’s garment.
Because of the steep vertical arrangement, this Annunciation does not permit the viewer
22

to witness the scene from a profile perspective; rather, we are forced to identify with the
Virgin in the foreground with her back toward us, situated between the viewer and
Gabriel, who presents a chubby Christ child.
The viewer participates in the scene through Mary’s perspective, dwarfed in the
foreground by the archangel, toting his mandorla-like pointed wings and his weighty
message. Absent is any beam of light or otherwise symbolic representation of the Christ
child; rather, Mary and the viewer are presented with a flesh-and-blood infant, the real
weight of the proclamation’s physical actuality: she will carry a full human child and
become a mother. Perhaps most unusual is the presentation of the baby in what can be
described as a veritable womb. Not permitted to reflect on Mary’s facial expression,
though her hands are in a gesture of prayer, the viewer is instead required to meditate on
the Gabriel figure and the Christ baby in this unconventional arrangement, which further
connects us to Mary’s perspective and experience. This resituating of the arrangement
results in a reinterpretation of the scene. Margaret has refocused our attention, not
reflecting on the Virgin, herself, but in meditating on what she was directly experiencing.
Gabriel and the Christ Child are not only the emblematically holy figures of the
composition but, are seemingly the devotional focal point of the image, as seen through
the lens of the Virgin Mary.
Other ideas are at work in this arrangement of the Annunciation. The spatial
interference of Mary placed in front of the viewer perhaps suggests her later role as an
intercessor between God’s people and Christ. Visually, the viewer has no access to
Gabriel or the Christ child without first reaching Mary, and Mary-as-intercessor follows
23

convention, despite the unusual formal arrangement. In terms of hierarchical
arrangement in the vertical composition, there is little question as to which figure is the
closest to heaven. Gabriel towers over the kneeling Mary, standing over her in such a
way that reinforces authority, commanding both the word of God to Mary and the
viewer’s attention within the scene.
It should be noted that Margaret’s Virgin Mary is missing a halo, which deviates
from convention and reinforces her humanity, especially situated against the mandorla
created by Gabriel’s wings or compared to the delineated sacred space circle surrounding
the Christ Child. Additionally, Margaret’s Mary further reminds viewers that she is flesh
and blood with exposed shoulders and back, also a divergent iteration of the Virgin, who
is traditionally covered by layers of garments and a head scarf. In effect, Margaret’s
Mary embodies just as much contemporaneous everywoman as she does the Holy Virgin.
Frances’s The Crucifixion, 1895-96 (Figure 9) from The Christmas Story, her
second version—the first had been featured in the GSA Immortals’ arts and literature
journal, The Magazine in 1894—is a similar composition of flattened space and
hierarchically layered figures.53 As in Margaret’s image, Frances concentrates focus and
reflection on the figures situated at the center of the scene, in full frontal view. There, we
are presented with an unambiguous Christ on the cross, as described in scripture and
depicted throughout art history, although highly stylized. The rendering of Christ’s
musculature with thick contour lines is reminiscent of Byzantine lines detailing bodies
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and drapery, to denote dimension and texture. However, Frances’s image introduces
several unconventional pieces of visual language to the story.
First, God in heaven is pictured as an androgynous human head, and identical to
the head of Jesus in appearance and expression. In fact, the faces differ very little from
the figures and faces characteristic of the Macdonalds’ other secular works. Secondly,
the cross itself is an unconventional shape, the top of which is elongated and extends up
into heaven to God, as a visual representation of the connection. A processional of
angels circles in worship, stiff and identical, again inspired by images in illuminated
manuscripts and simplified in their rendering, flattened space, and decorative designs.
There is a clear delineation of earthly space from sacred space, seen often as a traditional
mandorla shape in the Macdonald’s work, but presented here as rings.
The metal cover of the sisters’ illuminated manuscript, 1895-96 (Figure 10), uses
the conventional mandorla shape to signify the holiness of the figure, the details of which
are more easily discernable in Frances’s preparatory graphite drawing for the plate, 189596 (Figure 11). The central figure is female, presumably the Virgin Mary, and stares
directly at the viewer. She is set against a pronounced halo, with bare feet, naked
shoulders, and exposed breasts. Historically, standardized sacred images of the Virgin
with a single exposed breast—from the Byzantine period on—depicted the nursing
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Madonna as the generous provider of life-giving sacred milk to the Christ Child.54 The
display of both breasts without the presence of the child or any other figure serves as
another reminder of Mary’s humanity, and more significantly reinforces her womanhood.
In summation, it is not the Christ child celebrated on the cover of The Christmas Story,
but instead the very earthly womanhood of the Virgin Mother.
The image contains more that breaks with convention. A star emanates from, or
is possibly held over, her womb, representing either the life growing inside (the
Immaculate Conception) or reverence for the womb itself. Notably, this star is depicted
as identical to the guiding star in Frances’s The Star of Bethlehem. She stares directly out
at the viewer, encircled by a ring and enclosed within the mandorla, signifying her place
in the sacred world, despite her earthly body. Despite its pronounced deviations from
convention, this depiction of the Madonna does adhere to properties of an icon of the
Orthodox Church, which is succinctly defined by Leslie Brubaker as being an image that
typically depicts one figure or a small group of figures, arranged with a frontal focus to
stimulate viewer response or interaction.55 The lack of narrative component in the image
is noteworthy, to such an extent that by removing it from the context of its title, The
Christmas Story, or its affiliation with an illuminated manuscript, the picture is no longer
of the Virgin Mary. She is an everywoman revered in the sacred space of a mandorla,
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which is distinctly a common thread in both these Christian images and the artists’
secular works.
Pervasive throughout their imagery is the duality of two worlds, though not
always depicted in an obvious sense. Timothy Neat believes Margaret and Frances
sought to reconcile the dichotomous relationships of concepts like male/female,
earthly/spiritual, and past/future.56 These dualities are more nuanced in the sisters’
biblical scenes.
Margaret would go on to use the same pointed mandorla and similar
compositional arrangement in works like an 1896 watercolor illustration, A Great God’s
Angel (Figure 12); on an untitled metal panel for an over-mantel inset made in 1898
(designed for 78 Southpark Avenue, Glasgow; Hunterian Art Gallery); and beyond the
1890s period, as seen in Margaret’s Mother and Child of 1904 (Figure 13). Comparing
Mother and Child to the cover of The Christmas Story demonstrates a later use of the
mandorla in a non-explicitly religious work, where the relationship between mother and
baby are much more clearly pictorially represented, and the figures are softened and
rendered more naturalistically. This juxtaposition, too, shows just several years’
difference in stylistic approach, and underscores the distinctiveness of the Macdonalds’
images of the 1890s, while reinforcing their recurring use of certain symbols.
Examining works with traditional sacred imagery, it becomes clear that Frances
and Margaret were not only influenced by Christian symbology and comfortable working
with the discussed signs and compositional arrangements, but they understood with clear
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comprehension how to implement them in a biblical narrative and repurpose that
iconography. Interrogating this same practice in the artists’ secular works points to the
development of picturing experiences of fin-de-siécle gender politics, using these
recognizable symbols.
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Chapter 3
Sacred Signifiers in Secular Works
Any artist can work with traditional symbols but to live and be meaningful they must have
continuing relevance.57
Timothy Neat
Historian Timothy Neat’s statement is in recognition of Frances and Margaret’s
ability to reinterpret traditional symbols for a contemporary message. Their secular
images effectively work with conventional symbols that have historically innate sacred
meanings and generate predictable interpretation in viewers, and reveal through them
relevant, contemporary content. As of the time of this study, religious references in their
secular works are mentioned in passing within the growing body of research surrounding
the Macdonalds, in an effort to decode or unravel their complex symbolism and the
influences or motivations behind it. This chapter will establish a relationship between the
pattern of sacred signifiers in nonreligious works and contemporaneous gender and
identity politics, using the context of Christian narrative.
In his Part Seen, Part Imagined: Meaning and Symbolism in the Work of Charles
Rennie Mackintosh and Margaret Macdonald (1994), Neat touches on several examples
of what he considers Christian symbols in the Macdonalds’ secular watercolors and metal
plates, including likening veiled figures to the Madonna and suggesting traditional
symbolism behind the inclusion of roses and lilies in certain compositions.58 Jude
Burkhauser, whose scholarship regarding the Glasgow Style and female artists at the
57
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Glasgow School of Art at the turn of the century is a fundamental resource to any current
writing on the subject, offers the suggestion of the Glasgow Rose, a symbol employed by
The Four, as reference to the Virgin, as well as India’s Great Mother or Holy Rose.59
Janice Helland nods to The Creation as a repeated theme in a number of their
works and often uses the term ‘mysticism’ in her writing when describing the images, a
term used to signify the vaguely spiritual or occult.60 These mystical sects, like
Theosophy or Rosicrucianism, enjoyed notable popularity in late-nineteenth century
Europe, although there is no surviving evidence pointing to the Macdonalds’ participation
or interest in any of them, and nothing to suggest direct references in their works.
Instead, the sisters worked within an intricate web of influences and a language of
symbols, what Timothy Neat compares to Wagner’s idea of symbolic leitmotifs, their
“constant repetition of certain favourite images and symbols…to activate emotional
responses and to create spiritual atmosphere.”61 In the same passage, Neat also notably
compares the The Four’s innovative work in Glasgow and their overall impact on visual
art, to the monumental influences of Wagner on music and Maurice Maeterlinck on
literature.62 Both comparisons, of course, are rooted in the use of repeated motifs.
Other symbols in the Macdonald’s shared system include stylized birds and the
emaciated, long-limbed “Spook” figure, which Neat and others believe could certainly
signify the New Woman. To represent the body of a woman in what Helland insists is an
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“unflattering, inelegant and graceless way…neither submissive nor sexually
available…[suggesting] barrenness,” especially at a time when women artists had only
recently been granted permission to study the nude figure, and only in certain locations,
and an overall panicked contempt of the New Woman was felt across all disciplines in
Glasgow, the images shocked viewers.63
In lieu of any descriptive text from the pens of Margaret or Frances in service of
the analysis of their works, we are instead charged with continuing to examine
contemporaneous documents relating to their social circle to perhaps gain insight into
their motivations. As introduced in Chapter One, the Macdonald sisters belonged to an
intimate group of friends, The Immortals, who were comprised of not only fellow GSA
students and visual artists, but also writers, poets, and designers.64 Issues of The
Magazine, the circle’s biannual arts journal, were each comprised of an average of sixty
pages of handwritten stories, poems, critiques, and scholarly articles contributed by
various members of the group. Reviewing the content of these journals is helpful in
pointing to the ideas discussed amongst the close friends, which include topics like those
found in the April 1894 issue: analyzing the grotesque and defining the meaning of
artistic originality.65 The Immortals also critiqued one another in a section titled “Round
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the Studios,” in which one would describe new works of art taking shape within the
group, and then offer her opinions on the artist’s style, intentions, and subject matter.66
Included in that same issue of The Magazine is a study by Jessie Keppie of
Hamlet’s Ophelia, whose tragic fate and image was a pervasive motif in 19th-century art
and literature.67 Gender and identity are at the core of the essay’s discussion, and Ophelia
is argued by Keppie to be a strong woman embracing her vulnerabilities, as opposed to a
pitiable weakling helpless in the throes of her despair. Also found from 1894 is an
original short story written by the journal’s creator and editor, Lucy Raeburn, wherein
she notably described her main character as more than aesthetically agreeable: “…lovely
as was her face and form, her mind and heart were still more lovely.”68
What we can glean from examining this content, which spans 1893 to 1896, is
that Margaret and Frances were in the like-minded company of creative intellectuals who
were analyzing not only their surrounding world but also thinking critically about
historical and literary ideas. It remains significant that they actively participated in and
contributed to this platform of academic dialogue, and in effect did not create their
images in a vacuum, despite the lack of direct documentation of their knowledge bases
and cultural experiences. The Magazine serves in this manner as a roadmap of subject
matter and opinions of the larger circle of friends and, by extension, provides a glimpse
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into those of the Macdonald sisters. For example, returning to the April 1894 volume
once more, interspersed between the stories and studies are Frances’s The Crucifixion,
and Margaret’s Ascension and The Path of Life, 1894 (Figure 14), a secular subject
designed for stained glass. It is not unreasonable to see a relationship between the visual
works and the articles in the journal, of which the textual contributions by their female
writers assert the strengths and attributes of women beyond their expected social identity.
Both image and text within these collaborative journals read as a web of associated
content aimed at conveying inevitably similar ideology, as they were products of the
cross-pollination of influence and ideas between the close friends.
Margaret’s The Path of Life is not an overtly religious work. The symmetrical
composition contains a moment in flux, a step forward and a threshold not yet crossed; a
choice, and a decision not yet made. The nude central female figure with outstretched,
stylized wings holds the arrangement together and maintains the focal point among the
four other figures. Two with halos and wings walk with her at her sides, and two more
female nudes await her in the foreground, in poses of worship. These ceremonial women
in exaltation are noticeably the emaciated and elongated “Spook” figure, for which the
sisters garnered much criticism.69 The central woman faces the viewer, bearing her
unromanticized, nonsexualized body.
Devoid of any distinguishing features, but unmistakably and unabashedly an
earthly woman, we are to understand the anonymous figure as representative of the
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female experience—a figure onto which the female viewer can project herself—and she
is in the midst of a sacred scene. As Timothy Neat acknowledges, the central woman’s
figure and the forms extending horizontally behind her create a crucifix, and her wings
seem to mimic a chalice, both of which Neat believes reinforce ideas of regeneration and
resurrection.70 Again, Margaret has established several dualities within the composition,
all of which evoke a sense of discontent: earthly bodies and spiritual signifiers; nudity
and clothing; freewill and fate; forward movement within the static composition. With
the viewer’s attention demanded on the central female figure to experience and reflect
upon these tense dichotomies, the influence of the orthodox icon is once again called to
consideration.
A clearly discernible reference to the crucifix is seen in a poster for the Glasgow
Institute of Fine Arts, 1895 (Figure 15), which was a collaborative effort between Frances
and Margaret, as well as MacNair, and is an image that contains a number of overtly
sacred symbols. Two androgynous figures are pictured, one positioned with arms
outstretched directly behind and over the other, who clutches a lily. The Christ figure
grasps what are two thorny rods, or the towering stems of the roses adorning the top
corners, where two birds hover. Although there are two pictured, these birds are nearly
identical to the Holy Spirit depicted in The Christmas Story illustrations. Both figures
can be interpreted as holy, as delineated by stylized halos formed by the wrapping of their
hair or veils. Imbuing the otherwise secular scene with these signifiers of sacred imagery
further demonstrates the sisters’ pattern of use of the symbols themselves, and offers
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expanded interpretation of the composition, particularly in terms of aligning the figures
with Christ.
Another of Margaret’s early ambiguous secular works entitled The Birth and
Death of the Winds, before 1895 (Figure 16) is a metal inset for a trifold screen in 1893,
the final product of which was a collaboration with Frances and James Herbert MacNair,
but is now lost. It’s unclear from the photograph which of the three panels held
Margaret’s contribution, but a preparatory drawing for the metalwork exists and offers
pertinent details for analysis of the design, 1893 (Figure 17). Once more, a nude female
figure stands at the focal point center of the composition, one of five in the space, and
this time the women are significantly more of the exaggerated Spook School variation,
with unnaturally long limbs and contorted bodily positions. As in The Path of Life, the
two figures in the foreground seem to be in poses of worship, while the back two women
seem to contain the central figure with forceful hand gestures. Similarly, too, the
positions of the three back figures combine to create the shape of a crucifix, with the
oddly bent horizontal arm placement and the straight central figure. The form
surrounding the scene reads perhaps as a sacred delineation, mainly considering the use
of aureoles and mandorlas throughout the Macdonalds’ oeuvre.71
As the title itself demonstrates, dualities are at work in this picture. Most notably,
both birth and death are represented by the crucifix in traditional iconography, a symbol
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of Christ’s resurrection, and to that end, the dichotomy of earthly and sacred identities.
The central and, in this context, sacrificial, woman bears her physical body and is the
subject of ceremony or worship; she is a proxy for both Christ and the New Woman.
Aligning the two entities suggests the New Woman’s defiant actions in pursuit of
autonomy and in the face of public ridicule, are not only sacrificial for all women but also
reason for veneration. A sense of movement in the surrounding figures is tempered by
the flattened space, motionless central figure, and static property of the scene, generating
tension between activity and containment. Arranging the figures in such a way that
emphasizes the central woman, who is all at once worshipped, vulnerable, sacred, and
sacrificial, can be interpreted an image with iconic properties. Margaret encourages us to
meditate on her main figure and the dualities that surround her within the moment,
perhaps reflecting on how our experiences relate to hers. The title also presents the
enticing notion that if the “winds” are being resurrected, they are effectively the winds of
change (without knowing for certain whether the idea exists in a larger social sense for
the Macdonalds or refers to occurrences in their private lives).
It should not be lost on the conversation at hand that the trifold screen of which
The Birth and Death of the Winds is a component, acts as a devotional triptych, which
was made for the private realm and certainly could in this context, represent a domestic
religious icon. The same is true of Margaret’s very unusual Patriarch and Matriarch
Corner Cabinet, 1898 (Figure 18), which was labeled as such after Margaret’s death and
not by the artist herself. Last featured in the Glasgow Girls exhibition in Glasgow in
1990, the small painted cabinet on long, skinny legs is now lost. The left panel depicts a
36

veiled woman with a halo behind her head and an unnaturally elongated neck, and her
haloed counterpart on the right door is presumably an old man with cascading white hair
and a long beard. Both appear to be in a state of quiet contemplation, signaling for the
viewer to approach the images the same way.
Looking to iconographic tradition, the veiled woman easily refers to the
Madonna, representing both the sacred and purity; the man is the wisdom that comes with
time, and as such, represents the earthly. These images are strikingly similar to
devotional icons that showcase a closely cropped single figure, usually Christ or the
Virgin Mary, seen in panels like the Madonna and Child of Paolo di Giovanni, 1370s
(Figure 19) or the much earlier 6th-century Christ Pantokrator (Figure 20). Cynthia Hahn
distinguishes the effect of the religious narrative as being “active, lifelike, contextdefined,” and immediately edifying in its representation of figures and behavior.72 The
icon can be considered a more static, independent, and complex image with which the
beholder engages in some profound and personal manner, with that activity being central
to the image purpose, as opposed to gleaning information from the image.73
The various sets of metal plates, candle sconces, and other fixtures on which the
sisters collaborated can just as easily be considered domestic icons, given their
compositional arrangement and intention to be placed within the private sphere. These
works, such as a pair of 1894 candle sconces (Moon Maidens in the Desert) (Figure 21),
Present and Future finger plates of 1895 (Figure 22), and an 1895 clock made of beaten
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brass and wood, all present unromanticized single female figures nude and fully facing
the viewer. These women come in pairs and represent dichotomies, which is consistent
with the Macdonalds’ iconographical patterns. While the rendering of the bodies
themselves is not as severe as the Spook figures that occupy the artists’ watercolors, these
women do appear to be close cousins. Their bodies and faces of are thin and elongated,
stiff, tense, and stylized.
Even labeling Margaret and Frances’s figures as belonging to the “Spook
School,” the derogatory stylistic classification given to works picturing these emaciated
bodies, is particularly interesting in the context of Christianity from the viewpoint of the
Christian viewer. Terming the figures as “spooks” aligns their appearance with ghosts,
either signaling grotesque representations of the spirits once belonging to now dead
women or the decomposing dead bodies of the women themselves. Elisabeth Bronfen
writes beautifully at length about the complicated line between the nineteenth-century
Western viewer’s fetishized idolatry of the perfectly preserved dead female body, and
Christianity’s belief in resurrection through the absence of a physical body.74 Christian
belief in Christ’s resurrection is rooted entirely in his body being no longer visible, hence
present; yet, the image of the beautiful dead woman—“the most poetical topic in the
world, according to Edgar Allen Poe”75—was one that provided endless fodder for
pictures and poetry throughout the century. Bronfen’s observation of this contradiction
applied to the Macdonalds’ Spook figure work suggests not just viewer anxiety over a
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pointed break with the traditional nude, but the proposal of dead women who appear to be
decomposing within images containing Christian iconography.
Because death of the Christian body bares no finality of death, and instead marks
the beginning of a new spiritual life, this could be why the sisters Macdonald presented
their unconventional depictions of women, so as to be a signifier instead of resurrection.
Their images, then, demonstrate in the most literal and symbolic ways possible that the
then-present notion of woman’s socially constructed identity and expectations were in
flux, and that the idea of the submissive, idealized of woman for male consumption and
control was perhaps dying. In its place, the New Woman and an emerging feminist
ideology is resurrected, represented in these works as the nonidealized and autonomous
Spook figure. Placing this figure within reinterpreted sacred iconography, Margaret and
Frances rewrote the mythology of the New Woman as an icon upon which to be reflected,
and ultimately revered.
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Chapter 4
The New Woman and the Icon

Be Ye Doers of the Word and Not Hearers Only.76
That for our fathers, this for us.77
Jessie Newbery, c. 1900

Interpreting images that remain within a certain symbolic tradition, Erwin
Panofsky’s iconological analysis of medieval and Renaissance devotional images points
us to a thorough exploration of a creator’s personality, as informed by gender, the time in
which he or she lived, and an individual lens through which to see and respond to the
world.78 Panofsky writes: “[Iconography is] a description and classification of
images…It collects and classifies the evidence but does not consider itself obliged or
entitled to investigate the genesis and significance of this evidence.”79 An iconological
interpretation of Frances and Margaret’s biblical illustrations beyond Panofsky’s
iconographic analyses, which include formal description, practical experience, and
parallels to literary or other visual sources, calls for a recontextualization of the
Macdonald sisters’ new iconographic language. To read their pattern of sacred symbols
beyond the analysis of iconography, we must contextualize their religious works not only
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within the framework of prevailing social ideologies of the time and through the lenses of
personal experiences.
The Macdonalds’ motivations to create such iconic images were inevitably
informed by the social climate of Glasgow in the 19th century, which was deeply
entrenched in stringent Victorian code that dictated Scotland’s artwork of the day and
prescribed its separate spheres for men and women. That which inspired a woman to
pursue life as an artist was understood to be synonymous with qualities associated with
masculinity, such as confidence, self-sufficiency, and independence. A woman artist was
thus positioned in direct contradiction of her own sex and sexuality, while threatening to
destabilize the prevailing ideological system of separate social spheres. To shape new
and necessary differences between the sexes, terms for women like “new” and
“dangerous,” were introduced and even explained by scientists of the day. Bram
Dijkstra’s discussion of the nineteenth century’s “Dangerous Woman” addresses this
pseudoscience surrounding woman’s intellectual capability, or incapability, in fin-desiècle culture, which bridges the social, psychological, and biological fields of science,
was a universally believed truth, and best summarized by the attitude and language of
respected critic Octave Mirbeau in 1900.80 Mirbeau described this male-defined science
of sexuality in his review of Remy de Gourmont’s Lilith (1892), in Mercure de France
(1900):
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…the symbolic genesis of woman…corresponds exactly with the
conclusions of anthropological science. Woman does not have a brain;
she is simply a sexual organ. And that is the beauty of it. She has but one
role in the universe, but that is a grandiose one: to make love, that is to
say, to perpetuate the species. According to the irrefutable laws of
nature… woman is not fit for anything that does not involve love or
maternity.81

Any exceptions to this law were considered “sexually dysfunctional,” according to
Mirbeau. For our purposes, the “Dangerous Woman” in Glasgow was mocked in
cartoons and articles as the New Woman, epitomized by the woman artist, and met with
male contempt.
During the 1890s, the colossal divide between economic classes in Glasgow,
paired with the turn of the century’s widespread modern anxiety in a rapidly changing
world, generated a collective fear among the very wealthy, of dissent in society. Certain
behaviors exhibited by the poorer class became a well-defined code of all that was
inappropriate and unacceptable, which served to inherently separate them from the
wealthy, including but not limited to prostitution--or any knowledge of sexuality--and
excessive alcohol consumption. Throughout the decade, as Janice Helland notes,
rebellion flourished among educated young women of the bourgeoisie class who sought
to push back against these stringent boundaries.82 They were labeled, of course, the New
Woman, and were mocked frequently and very publicly, especially in periodicals.
Helland points out that Quiz magazine published a joke or offensive cartoon in “virtually
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every issue,” throughout the 1890s, teasing “new women” about participating in
discussions about sex, cigarette smoking, and enjoying alcohol.83
The sentiment gained an audience of artists at the Glasgow School of Art in 1892,
in a highly publicized and well-attended speech given by Sir George Reid, President of
the Royal Scottish Academy, during an annual event. He only referred to artists using
male pronouns and outlined steps for young men to take to achieve artistic success,
although most of the GSA’s several hundred female students were in attendance.84
Before this, however, in 1885 a Scottish academic, Sir W. Fettes Douglas made public
comments against female art students at the Edinburgh School of Art, which received
much attention. According to Douglas, the female art student “rarely, if ever, applied
herself to the study of art” with “the continuous attention” needed to become successful,
and that her work would always be “inferior quality,” until such time that she achieved
her true vocational goal of matrimony.85 In summary, it was very unlikely that a
bourgeoisie young woman attending art school would be taken seriously by society,
making the GSA so vitally important to women artists at this time.
Jessie Newbery, artist/designer in the Glasgow Style and wife of Glasgow School
of Art Director Francis Newbery, reinforced certain principles to students that summarize
the progressive environment unfolding at the GSA between 1885 and 1920.86 This
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period, during which Newbery lifted the GSA’s Embroidery Department to international
recognition, is seen not only in the innovative design mechanisms of the Glasgow Style
but in women’s increased participation in a variety of media and industry, according to
Jude Burkhauser.87 The medium in the case of the Sisters Macdonald should not be
overlooked in this discussion. Returning to the Spook School metal finger plates, Present
and Future, which were listed in an 1895 GSA exhibition catalogue, it should be noted
that the artists listed the pair of plates in an 1896 issue of The Magazine as “Finger Plates
representing Present-Future, Designed and Beaten by Margaret Macdonald - Frances
Macdonald.”88
Indicating specifically that they had completed the metalwork, by listing the
plates as “designed and beaten,” as opposed to just contributing the design, was likely
quite significant to the artists.89 The two men of The Four were not documented as having
taken repoussé metalwork classes, although it is known that they collaborated on designs
for such; but the Macdonald women had in fact attended classes given by William
Kellock Brown.90 Metalwork was considered outside the realm of acceptable media for
women artists, which is certainly the reason why Fra Newbery’s GSA opened it up to
both sexes. Though no documentation remains or has been discovered to point to either
sister’s outlook on the ideas of conventionally appropriate feminine media as a
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motivation, actively choosing to work in metal certainly speaks to an impulse of
disregarding those conventions; so, too, do their quiet actions.
For example, neither Macdonald sister ever joined one of the women-only artist
groups and venues in Glasgow, despite their being prohibited from joining the prestigious
and popular Glasgow Art Club. Instead, in 1898 Margaret became a member of the
Scottish Society of Watercolour Painters, and Frances opted to exhibit with organizations
that permitted both sexes to participate.91 Janice Helland aptly condenses down
contemporaneous society’s views on women’s groups, like the Glasgow Society of Lady
Artists, of which the Macdonalds were probably painfully aware: “the women’s clubs
were touted as side shows of the art world.”92 Thus, working with metal embodied just as
much of a subversive act as replacing Christ with a female body in an image reminiscent
of, or in reference to, crucifixion; or in implementing one’s own symbolic language that
prominently showcases a heavily unidealized female nude as a singular iconic figure.
As we know, familiarity and tradition underscore the notion that the Macdonalds’
depictions of sacred iconography are considered recast and subversive in the first place.
To reinforce, we turn to the definition of the religious icon. Inevitably the new approach
to understanding a conventional idea or image hinges on the original standardized
signifiers. Orthodox icons rely on a viewer’s knowledge of particular repeated content,
certain patterns of imagery to convey a message and inspire contemplation of that
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message. Leslie Brubaker’s summary of the orthodox icon’s conventional formal
properties reads:
The word icon comes from the Green eikon, and simply means “image”;
but, in modern parlance, the word has become more narrowly defined to
mean a portable devotional image…Typically, an icon shows a single
figure—Christ, the Virgin Mary, or a saint---or a small group of figures,
such as the Virgin holding the Christ Child, or Christ flanked by Mary and
John the Baptist, arranged more or less frontally. The figures confront the
viewer…[facilitating] interaction between the image and the
viewer…scholars have generated another term, iconic, to refer to single,
inactive figures who face the viewer—and thus look rather like icon
portraits—but are not painted on the panels we call icons.93
Perhaps to call the works of the Macdonald’s icons can be thought of as
somewhat anachronistic, as the term in an historical sense is tethered to a certain style of
painting and medium that exist in a particular time and space; but to call these images in
question iconic is relevant and applicable. As MacNair confessed to Thomas Howarth,
no element of The Four’s creative output came to fruition as an accident; every fiber of
the finished product was intentional and symbolic.94 In other words, Frances and
Margaret never made work in a vacuum, and it seems very unlikely that they overlooked
the iconic properties of their pieces.
To that end, the functional purpose of their iconic metal pieces, as well as the
Macdonalds’ furniture and domestic fixtures, should be interpreted as an additional
symbolic layer. Translating one’s own designs into a new medium is a challenging and
personal endeavor, and as Roger Billcliffe recognizes that in their metalwork, “the motifs
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have been modified--usually exaggerated--to suit the new medium…The personal
symbolism remains but…is [now] linked to the function of each item.”95 A finger plate is
rectangular metal piece affixed to a wooden door, to prevent the wearing down of its
surface by continuous pushing and touching. In the case of the Macdonalds’ Present and
Future plates, 1895 (Figure 19), the artists not only knew that these images of the female
body would be seen and touched daily, but they were deliberate and playful with their
titling. By walking one way, a person crossed the threshold into the present; turned
around, they were headed through the doorway into the future. In either direction, a
woman provided entry.
Even the very format of working with sacred imagery and religious subject matter
is itself a subversive decision for the Macdonald sisters to make. As Norma Broude and
Mary Garrard remind us, the prevailing belief for centuries was that “women could not
produce art…only children; women were thought to be incapable of divine artistic genius
because they were allegedly farther than men from God.”96 This idea at Margaret and
Frances’s time had twisted into a maddening reversal of spirituality and gender, while
maintaining the same principle. Women of the nineteenth century were charged with
being the spiritual head of the household, naturally closer to God because of their
supposed simplicity of mind, or inherent delicate manner. The idea of artistic genius had
evolved to signify a broken association with God, requiring the spiritual anchor of a
‘proper’ woman for deliverance from such a burden.
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Working in close collaboration with one’s male partner as an equal creator, as
Margaret and Frances both would go on to do with their spouses--though Margaret much
more so--would create an impossible situation for a woman artist at the time. By virtue
of their womanhood, both women were required by Victorian feminine ideals to uphold a
household’s moral integrity but existed paradoxically in defiance of their femininity by
aspiring to be artists. In her relationship with Mackintosh, Neat even names Margaret as
being the spiritual guide, going so far as to describe her as a “shepherd” to him during
certain difficult times in his life.97 He writes of Mackintosh’s “heroic” philosophical
lecture, Seemliness of 1903: “It was the Episcopalian Margaret who particularly
nourished these high thoughts in Mackintosh—and such thoughts provide the springboard
for all of this outstanding artistic successes, and of course, her own.”98 This problematic
idea of course suggests that it is the “high thoughts” of Mackintosh that propelled
Margaret’s artistic output, and not her own; that she is the spiritual nurturer and not the
philosopher. However, in doing so, while simultaneously understanding how the two
were so deeply collaborative and how intimately connected the sisters were in their
shared work, we can argue that these “high thoughts” likely infused the group.
So, Margaret and Frances, though privileged with access to a good education and
the opportunity to pursue professional artistic endeavors, remained outwardly
understanding of Victorian social conventions and what was expected of them. They
were entirely aware that their associations with the New Woman, as interpreted by their
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contemporaries through their work’s defiant assaults on the female visual ideal, were
publicly acknowledged and made to be a joke between male writers and their male
readers. Any response to these critiques was made solely within their artwork, as again,
we have no documentation of written or oral defenses or declarations from the
Macdonalds; and that response manifested itself in a symbolic language consisting of
reinterpreted sacred iconography, in deliberately subversive formats and mediums.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Timothy Neat’s description of symbolism states that artists have offered patterns
of images on “not less than two layers: making use of images which are part of the
common language of any educated public, and a variety of more or less secret and
esoteric symbols which serve as a private language for closed groups...”99 For the early
work of Margaret and Frances Macdonald, their esoteric language continues to be
uncovered and translated today. The Macdonalds created images throughout the 1890s
that illustrate for us their commentary on the female experience as they lived and
witnessed it in Glasgow. Working collaboratively and individually throughout that
important decade in the face of sexist adversity, first at the Glasgow School of Art and
then in a shared studio, the Macdonald sisters produced artwork in a variety of media
using sacred iconography as a vehicle to deliver content subversive to academic tradition
and subversive to the prescribed female identity of the day. The growing body of
research surrounding the artists’ influences repeatedly refers to a program of symbols
implemented in a recurring fashion within the contexts of The Four, The Immortals,
Scottish and feminist art history.
As this thesis has demonstrated, the repurposing of sacred iconography is much
more pervasive in the Macdonalds’ work than has previously been acknowledged,
including subverting the religious devotional icon. Their work during the 1890s
encapsulates the autonomy and strength associated with the New Woman, who was a
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drastic departure from pictorial tradition as a “Spook” figure, and in its rendering,
reinforces the New Woman’s own deviation from social convention. The Macdonalds’
images situate this nonidealized woman into scenes that borrow from familiar sacred
symbolism and compositional arrangements, to convey the nuances of her identity and
confer onto her a sense of utmost significance. Creating icons for devotion with this
woman, underscoring her earthly body in a spiritual space, or positioning her figure
against a crucifix, all align her identity with that of Christ or the Virgin Mary—and thus
with associated biblical notions of sacrifice and reverence. As women artists, Margaret
and Frances likely felt akin to these experiences, being caught in the relentless
contradiction of feminine identity and in seeking recognition for their independent artistic
endeavors.
Acknowledging the Macdonald sisters’ use of sacred signifiers in the construction
of an alternative mythology for the New Woman is crucial to the interpretation of their
work. It means seeing the autonomous woman as nonidealized, or not solely for male
consumption; as self-sacrificing, offering up herself to public ridicule for generations of
women who would benefit from her breaking from the social code; and as inspirational, a
devotional image upon which to reflect and contemplate one’s own experiences. The
weight of Margaret and Frances’s images likely resonated deeply with certain viewers at
the time, and that weight continues to reverberate today; such is the timeless impact of
the sacred.
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Figures

Fig. 1. Frances Macdonald, A Pond, 1893-94, pencil and watercolor; Glasgow School of
Art Collection.
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Fig. 2. Margaret Macdonald, Frances Macdonald, and James Herbert MacNair, The
Fountain, c. 1893, pencil and watercolor; Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 3. Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Mosaics, S. Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna, 1891,
pencil and watercolor on paper; Glasgow School of Art Archives and Collections.
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Fig. 4. Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Mosaics, S. Apollinare in Classe, Ravenna, 1891,
pencil and watercolor on paper; Glasgow School of Art Archives and Collections.
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Fig. 5. Margaret Macdonald, The Annunciation from The Christmas Story, 1895-96,
pencil, watercolor on paper; Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 6. Frances Macdonald, The Star of Bethlehem from The Christmas Story, 1895-96,
pencil, watercolor on paper; Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 7. Fra Angelico, The Annunciation, c. 1435, tempera on panel; Museo del Prado,
Madrid.
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Fig. 8. Dante Gabriel Rossetti, The Annunciation, 1850, oil on canvas; Tate Britain,
London.
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Fig. 9. Frances Macdonald, The Crucifixion from The Christmas Story, 1895-96, location
unknown; sepia tinted photograph of page: Hunterian Art Gallery, Glasgow.
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Fig. 10. Margaret and Frances Macdonald, Cover for The Christmas Story illuminated
manuscript, 1895-96, beaten brass, Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 11. Frances Macdonald, Design for front cover of The Christmas Story illuminated
manuscript, 1896, pencil; Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 12. Margaret Macdonald, A Great God’s Angel, 1896; photograph of watercolor,
Hunterian Art Gallery, Glasgow.
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Fig. 13. Frances Macdonald, Mother and Child, 1904, beaten copper, Hunterian Art
Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 14. Margaret Macdonald Mackintosh, The Path of Life, 1894; The Magazine,
Volume 2, April 1894, p. 30; Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 15. Frances Macdonald, Margaret Macdonald, and James Herbert MacNair, Poster
for the Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts, 1895, lithograph; Hunterian Art Gallery,
University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 16. Margaret Macdonald, Frances Macdonald, and James Herbert MacNair, The
Birth and Death of the Winds screen, before 1895, wood with beaten metal panels,
location unknown; photograph: Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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Fig. 17. Margaret Macdonald, design for panel for The Birth and Death of the Winds
screen, 1893, graphite on brown tracing paper; Hunterian Art Gallery, University of
Glasgow.
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Fig. 18. Margaret Macdonald, The Patriarch and the Matriarch Cabinet, c. 1898,
location unknown; photograph courtesy of Penn Libraries Image Collection.
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Fig. 19. Paolo di Giovanni Fei, Madonna and Child, 1370-79, tempera on wood with
gold ground, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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Fig. 20. Unknown, Christ Pantokrator, 6th-century, encaustic on panel, Saint Catherine’s
Monastery, Mount Sinai, Egypt.
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Fig. 21. Margaret and Frances Macdonald, candle sconces (Moon Maidens in the
Desert), c. 1894, beaten brass, location unknown; photograph from The Studio magazine,
Volume 11 (1897); Accessed by Google Books.
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Fig. 22. Margaret and Frances Macdonald, Present and Future finger plates, 1895,
location unknown; photograph: Hunterian Art Gallery, University of Glasgow.
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